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ATLANTA, GA (May 23, 2022)–Former world champion Alfredo Angulo is looking for one
more defining fight in his illustrious career and that will begin on Saturday, June
11th when he takes on Fidel Monterrosa Munoz as part of huge night of boxing and

entertainment at the Center Stage Theater in Atlanta.
The massive 12-bout card is promoted by Prestige Boxing Advisory Group in association

with BFC The Last Round Promotions.
Angulo, who now resides in Coachella, California via Mexicali, Mexico is now 39

years-old and he knows that a big performance against the 70 fight veteran Monterrosa
can get him one more chance against a bi-named opponent.

“I feel good. My body is reacting how I expect, and I feel really good. This is a
short term notice, but I am very motivated. I feel like I have nothing to lose and I

will give it my all,” said Angulo
on Monterrosa, “I think he is Colombian and a warrior. He will give me a good fight.
It takes me back to when I fought Richard Gutierrez. Colombians are warriors and have

a big heart.”
“I am used to fighting in bigger arenas, but I have been inactive for 2 years, and I
need this forum to give a good performance to get a bigger opportunity. I want to get

a feel for myself, body and reflexes. I do want to end my career with my hand up
high. We have a plan. This is a fight to get a better fight

“It motivates me to keep fighting. Most important to myself , I have that dog fight
in me, and I want to see if I still have that in me. After the fight and then we will

make a decision on whether to go on based on this performance.”
Undefeated popular welterweight, Peter Dobson (15-0, 9 KOs) of Bronx, NY will fight
Rodrigo Damian Coria (10-3, 2 KOs) of Cordoba, Argentina in a welterweight bout.

In an eight-round bout, undefeated heavyweight knockout artist, Raphael Akepejiori
(13-0, 13 KOs) of Miami will take part against an opponent to be named,

Recent world title challenger Steve Geffrard (18-3, 12 KOs) takes on Alex Theran
(23-7, 15 KOs) of Lynn, Massachusetts in an eight-round light heavyweight bout.
In a six-round bout, Former star of The Contender and Atlanta’s Quatavious Cash
(14-3, 8 KOs) takes on Jayson Minda (14-7-1, 8 KOs) of Salem, Massachusetts.
Also in a special attraction, super bantamweight and world renowned model and

undefeated Avril Mathie of Miami via Australia will risk her record that reads 7-0-1
with three knockouts in an eight-round bout.

Also seeing action in six-round bouts will be featherweight Jose Nieves (2-0, 1 KO)
of Woodbridge, New Jersey taking on Richard Bernard (1-9-1) of Waianae, Hawaii.
In a junior welterweight Patrick Harris (19-0, 9 KOs) of Upper Marlboro, Maryland

takes on Gustavo David Vittori (25-11-1, 12 KOs) of Argentina.
June 11th will see the pro debut of highly regarded and two-time National Golden

Gloves champion light heavyweight Abel Gonzalez will fight Daniel Augare (2-2, 2 KOs)
of Browning, Montana

In four-round bouts, local heavyweight Dante Williams (1-0, 1 KO) of Hawkinsville,
Georgia takes on Jerrell Omar Young (0-2) of Las Vegas.

Casey Dixon (1-0, 1 KO) of Elemwood, Georgia battles Dennis Maldonado (0-1) of
Jacksonville, Florida in a light heavyweight bout.

Elia Carranza (1-0) of Florida takes on debuting Yannick Azengue of Baltimore in a
middleweight bout.

Also on Saturday night, June 11th a special performance dedicated to fallen star,
rapper King Von will be part of a big night of boxing at The Center Stage Theater in

Atlanta.
Tickets are $100, $250 and $500 and can be purchased on www.ticketmaster.com

The show will be streamed live on www.bxngtv.com



Late Rapper King Von To Be
Honored  at  Summertime  Brawl
on  Saturday,  June  11th  at
Center  Stage  Theater  in
Atlanta
ATLANTA, GA (May 16, 2022)–On Saturday night, June 11th a
special performance dedicated to fallen star, rapper King Von
will be part of a big night of boxing at The Center Stage
Theater in Atlanta.

The late 26 Year-old rapper, born Dayvon Daquan Bennett, lost
his life to gun violence back in November of 2020. As part of
the June 11th event, Prestige Boxing Advisory Group will be
honoring  The  People’s  Champion,  King  Von.  Von  went  out
Fighting, and even though his life was taken too early, the
champ is still here spiritually. This tribute will consist of
the  late  rapper’s  posthumous  album  being  played  and
celebrated. The album will be played along with his previous
catalogs, This will be a star studded Event as Hip-Hop and
boxing royalty will be present Remembering King Von– Gloves Up
and Guns down.

The show is promoted by Prestige Boxing Advisory Group in
association with BFC The Last Round Promotions.

Former world champion, Alfredo “Perro” Angulo (26-8, 21 KOs)
takes on Fidel Monterrosa Munoz (40-29-1, 32 KOs) in an eight-
round light heavyweight bout.

Undefeated popular welterweight, Peter Dobson (15-0, 9 KOs) of
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Bronx, NY will fight Rodrigo Damian Coria (10-3, 2 KOs) of
Cordoba, Argentina in a welterweight bout.

In  an  eight-round  bout,  undefeated  heavyweight  knockout
artist, Raphael Akepejiori (13-0, 13 KOs) of Miami will take
part against an opponent to be named,

Recent world title challenger Steve Geffrard (18-3, 12 KOs)
takes on Alex Theran (23-7, 15 KOs) of Lynn, Massachusetts in
an eight-round light heavyweight bout.

In  a  six-round  bout,  Former  star  of  The  Contender  and
Atlanta’s Quatavious Cash (14-3, 8 KOs) takes on Jayson Minda
(14-7-1, 8 KOs) of Salem, Massachusetts.

Also in a special attraction, super bantamweight and world
renowned  model  and  undefeated  Avril  Mathie  of  Miami  via
Australia will risk her record that reads 7-0-1 with three
knockouts in an eight-round bout.

Also seeing action in six-round bouts will be featherweight
Jose Nieves (2-0, 1 KO) of Woodbridge, New Jersey taking on
Richard Bernard (1-9-1) of Waianae, Hawaii.

In a junior welterweight Patrick Harris (19-0, 9 KOs) of Upper
Marlboro, Maryland takes on Gustavo David Vittori (25-11-1, 12
KOs) of Argentina.

June 11th will see the pro debut of highly regarded and two-
time National Golden Gloves champion light heavyweight Abel
Gonzalez will fight Daniel Augare (2-2, 2 KOs) of Browning,
Montana

In four-round bouts, local heavyweight Dante Williams (1-0, 1
KO) of Hawkinsville, Georgia takes on Jerrell Omar Young (0-2)
of Las Vegas.

Tickets  are  $100,  $250  and  $500  and  can  be  purchased  on
www.ticketmaster.com



The show will be streamed live on www.bxngtv.com

Undefeated  Heavyweight
Knockout  Artist  Raphael
Akpejiori  Added  to  Already
Loaded Card on Saturday, June
11th  at  The  Center  Stage
Theater in Atlanta
ATLANTA, GA (May 10, 2022)–At 6’8″ and sporting a perfect
record  of  13-0  with  13  knockouts,  heavyweight  Raphael
Akpejiori  is  an  imposing  figure  in  the  ring.

But there is a lot more to this giant, who will be looking for
win number-14 on Saturday night, June 11th at The Center Stage
Theater in Atlanta when he appears in a bout scheduled for 10-
rounds.

Akpejiori of Miami via Lagos, Nigeria is a former University
of Miami Football AND Basketball player is more than just an
athlete.

While preparing for the fight with Akpejiori was finishing up
his studies towards an engineering degree.

“I took some time off and studying for my engineering degree,”
said the 31 year-old, who is coming off a first-round stoppage
over  former  world  title-challenger  Santander  Silgado  on
November 6th in Miami.
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“We have no opponent yet, but I expect a credible guy who will
not be a walk in the park for me.”

“I have never thought about going to a fight looking for a
knockout.  I  just  go  about  doing  my  work,  and  throwing
consistent punches. If the knockout comes, I am fine with
that, but I just want to come out with the victory.

Akpejiori does not let his life after boxing goals interfere
with his desire to become one of the sport’s big stars, and
vice versa.

“Boxing takes up four or five hours per day, and the remaining
time I have to use it for something productive. The reason why
I am doing this is to become the Heavyweight Champion of the
World, and defend it as many times as possible.”

The show is promoted by Prestige Boxing Advisory Group in
association with BFC The Last Round Promotions.

Former world champion, Alfredo “Perro” Angulo (26-8, 21 KOs)
takes on Fidel Monterrosa Munoz (40-29-1, 32 KOs) in an eight-
round super middleweight bout.

Undefeated welterweight, Peter Dobson (15-0, 9 KOs) of Bronx,
NY will fight Rodrigo Damian Coria (10-3, 2 KOs) of Cordoba,
Argentina in a welterweight bout.

In a six-round bout, popular middleweight Casey” K Champ”
Dixon (2-0, 1 KO) will fight for the WBA Super Middleweight
Youth Title.

The six-round co-feature will pit Atlanta’s Quatavious Cash
(14-3, 8 KOs) takes on Jayson Minda (14-7-1, 8 KOs) of Salem,
Massachusetts.

Internet sensation Supreme Patty will make his pro boxing
debut.

Also in a special attraction, super bantamweight and world



renowned  model  and  undefeated  Avril  Mathie  of  Miami  via
Australia will risk her record that reads 7-0-1 with three
knockouts in an eight-round bout.

Also seeing action in six-round bouts will be featherweight
Jose Nieves (2-0, 1 KO) of Woodbridge, New Jersey taking on
Richard Bernard (1-9-1) of Waianae, Hawaii.

In a junior welterweight Patrick Harris (19-0, 9 KOs) of Upper
Marlboro, Maryland takes on Gustavo David Vittori (25-11-1, 12
KOs) of Argentina.

June 11th will see the pro debut of highly regarded and two-
time National Golden Gloves champion light heavyweight Abel
Gonzalez will fight Daniel Augare (2-2, 2 KOs) of Browning,
Montana

In four-round bouts, heavyweight Dante Williams (1-0, 1 KO) of
Hawkinsville, Georgia takes on Jerrell Omar Young (0-2) of Las
Vegas.

Tickets  are  $100,  $250  and  $500  and  can  be  purchased  on
www.ticketmaster.com

The show will be streamed live on www.bxngtv.com
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Center  Stage  Theater  in
Atlanta
ATLANTA, GA (May 4, 2022)–Sporting over 5 million followers on
Instagram,  509,000  subscribers  on  YouTube  and  160,000  on
TikTok, Supreme Patty has become an internet sensation….an
influencer.

Patty, whose real name is Patrick Wallace, is a 24 year old
from Daytona Beach, Florida. He has had a few boxing matches
so far in his social media career, most knowingly his fight
against Danrue, where he won by decision for Rough N’ Rowdy in
2021.

On June 11th, he will take part in a huge night of boxing that
will originate from the Center Stage Theater in Atlanta.

Supreme  Patty  is  one  of  the  most  known  and  influential
creators of this generation.

Patty is mostly known for his comedy videos on Instagram,
where many compare him to a modern day Jackass. He started
making  videos  in  2017,  where  he  was  going  to  college  in
Florida  at  Santa  Fe  College.  He  later  dropped  out  after
amassing over 500k followers on Instagram and ended up moving
to Los Angeles.

Supreme Patty has also made a mark in the music industry,
amassing over 100M streams across all platforms and making
songs with notable artists such as YNW Melly.

Looking forward, Patty is ready to continue his boxing career
and fitness journey, continuing to inspire millions upon the
way.

The show is promoted by Prestige Boxing Advisory Group in
association with BFC The Last Round Promotions.
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Former world champion, Alfredo “Perro” Angulo (26-8, 21 KOs)
takes on Fidel Monterrosa Munoz (40-29-1, 32 KOs) in an eight-
round super middleweight bout.

Undefeated welterweight, Peter Dobson (15-0, 9 KOs) of Bronx,
NY will fight Rodrigo Damian Coria (10-3, 2 KOs) of Cordoba,
Argentina in a welterweight bout.

In a six-round bout, popular middleweight Casey” K Champ”
Dixon (2-0, 1 KO) will fight for the WBA Super Middleweight
Youth Title.

The six-round co-feature will pit Atlanta’s Quatavious Cash
(14-3, 8 KOs) takes on Jayson Minda (14-7-1, 8 KOs) of Salem,
Massachusetts.

Also in a special attraction, super bantamweight and world
renowned  model  and  undefeated  Avril  Mathie  of  Miami  via
Australia will risk her record that reads 7-0-1 with three
knockouts in an eight-round bout.

Also seeing action in six-round bouts will be featherweight
Jose Nieves (2-0, 1 KO) of Woodbridge, New Jersey; junior
welterweight Patrick Harris (19-0, 9 KOs) of Upper Marlboro,
Maryland;

June 11th will see the pro debut of highly regarded and two-
time National Golden Gloves champion light heavyweight Abel
Gonzalez.

In four-round bouts, heavyweight Dante Williams (1-0, 1 KO) of
Hawkinsville, Georgia.

Tickets  are  $100,  $250  and  $500  and  can  be  purchased  on
www.ticketmaster.com

The show will be streamed live on www.bxngtv.com



Former World Champion Alfredo
“Perro”  Angulo  Added  to
Summertime Brawl on June 11th
at The Center Stage Theater
in Atlanta
ATLANTA, GA (April 27, 2022)–Former world champion Alfredo
“Perro” Angulo has been added and tabbed to an already loaded
night of boxing on Saturday, June 11th at The Center Stage
Theater in Atlanta.

The show is promoted by Prestige Boxing Advisory Group in
association with BFC The Last Round Promotions.

Angulo of Coachella, California by way of Mexicali, Mexico is
26-8 with 21 knockouts. The 39 year-old Angulo is known as one
of the most exciting fighters of the past 17 years, has wins
over Tomas Padron (1-0-1), Jonathan Taylor (6-1), Emmanuel
Gonzalez  (9-0),  Ricardo  Cortes  (22-1-1),  Richard  Gutierrez
(24-1), Andrey Tsurkan (26-3), world title challenger Gabriel
Rosado (12-3).

Angulo won the WBO Interim Junior Middleweight title with a
third-round  stoppage  over  Harry  Joe  Yorgey  (22-0-1)  on
November 7, 2009. He defended the title with a 11th round
stoppage over Joel Julio (35-3). Angulo also defeated former
world champion Joachim Alcine (32-1), Joe Gomez (17-4-1), Raul
Casarez (19-2), Jorge Silva (19-2-2) and former world champion
Peter Qullin (34-1-1)

In a six-round bout, popular middleweight Casey” K Champ”
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Dixon (2-0, 1 KO) will take on Josh Franks (4-0, 3 KOs) of
Waverly,  Nebraska  in  a  battle  of  undefeated  super
middleweights  for  the  WBA  Youth  Title.

The six-round co-feature will pit Atlanta’s Quatavious Cash
(14-3, 8 KOs) takes on Jayson Minda (14-7-1, 8 KOs) of Salem,
Massachusetts.

In a four-round junior middleweight fight, internet sensation
Supreme  Patty  will  make  his  boxing  debut.  Patty  has  5.2
million Instagram followers

Also in a special attraction, super bantamweight and world
renowned  model  and  undefeated  Avril  Mathie  of  Miami  via
Australia will risk her record that reads 7-0-1 with three
knockouts in an eight-round bout.

Also seeing action in six-round bouts will be featherweight
Jose Nieves (2-0, 1 KO) of Woodbridge, New Jersey; junior
welterweight Patrick Harris (19-0, 9 KOs) of Upper Marlboro,
Maryland;

June 11th will see the pro debut of highly regarded and two-
time National Golden Gloves champion light heavyweight Abel
Gonzalez.

In four-round bouts, heavyweight Dante Williams (1-0, 1 KO) of
Hawkinsville, Georgia.

Tickets  are  $100,  $250  and  $500  and  can  be  purchased  on
www.ticketmaster.com

The show will be streamed live on www.bxngtv.com



Prestige  Boxing  Advisory
Group in Association with BFC
The  Last  Round  Promotions
Proudly  Presents  Summertime
Brawl on June 11th at Center
Stage Theater in Atlanta
ATLANTA, GA (April 14, 2022)–New promoters Prestige Boxing
Advisory  Group  in  association  with  BFC  The  Last  Round
Promotions will present a packed night of professional boxing
that will take place on Saturday night, June 11th at Center
Stage in Atlanta.

In a Six-round bout, popular middleweight Casey” K Champ”
Dixon (2-0, 1 KO) will take on Josh Franks (4-0, 3 KOs) of
Waverly,  Nebraska  in  a  battle  of  undefeated  super
middleweights  for  the  WBA  Youth  Title.

The six-round co-feature will pit Atlanta’s Quatavious Cash in
a middleweight bout.

In a four-round junior middleweight fight, internet sensation
Supreme  Patty  will  make  his  boxing  debut.  Patty  has  5.2
million Instagram followers

Also in a four-round bout will be popular rapper and actor
Daniel  “D  Smoke”  Farris  will  make  his  pro  debut  in  a
middleweight  fight.  The  Inglewood,  California  boasts  1.9
million Instagram followers.

Also in a special attraction, super bantamweight and world
renowned  model  and  undefeated  Avril  Mathie  of  Miami  via
Australia will risk her record that reads 7-0-1 with three
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knockouts.

Also seeing action in six-round bouts will be featherweight
Jose Nieves (2-0, 1 KO) of Woodbridge, New Jersey; junior
welterweight Patrick Harris (19-0, 9 KOs) of Upper Marlboro,
Maryland; Also super bantamweight Abel Aparicio (10-1, 4 KOs)
of Atlanta will take on opponents to be named.

In four-round bouts, heavyweight Dante Williams (1-0, 1 KO) of
Hawkinsville, Georgia;

Tickets  are  $100,  $250  and  $500  and  can  be  purchased  on
www.ticketmaster.com

The show will be streamed live on www.bxngtv.com

Robinson  Decisions  McGregor
in Philadelphia
Philadelphia,  PA  (October  28,  2019)–  Super  Middleweight
Brandon Robinson boxed his way to an eight-round unanimous
decision over Martez McGregor in the main event of an eight-
bout card at The 2300 Arena in Philadelphia,

The show was promoted by King’s Promotions.

Robinson moved side to side and used angles to land shots and
rack up points on the inside on McGregor. McGregor was able to
land some good punches from time-to-time, but Robinson was
more active, and he showed some different skills from the
mostly all-action style that he has shown in most of his
previous outings.

Robinson of Philadelphia won by scores of 78-74 twice and
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77-75 to improve his record to 14-2. McGregor of Chicago falls
to 8-3.

Popular Avril Mathie made a successful Philadelphia debut with
a  four-round  unanimous  decision  over  Karen  Dulin  in  a
bantamweight  contest.

Mathie, who is world-renowned Swimsuit Model and boasts nearly
1.5 social media followers, showed good skills and landed some
good shots on the 25 fight-veteran Dulin.

Mathie of Miami via Sydney, Australia won by shutout tallies
of 40-36 on all cards, and is now 4-0. Dulin of Providence,
Rhode Island is 3-21-1.

Shinard Bunch and Vincent Floyd battled to a no-contest after
three rounds of their scheduled six-round welterweight battle.

Bunch registered knockdowns in each of the 1st two rounds, and
seemingly he was on his way to the victory, but unfortunately
for him, he and Floyd clashed heads that caused a cut on the
forehead of Floyd. The blood streamed into Floyd’s eye and the
fight was halted.

Bunch of Trenton, NJ is 3-1. Floyd of Philadelphia is 4-8-1.

Ryan  Umberger  dropped  Leon  DeShields  three  times  in  the
opening frame to score a 1st round stoppage in their four-
round junior middleweight fight.

The  time  of  the  stoppage  was  2:49  for  Umberger  of
Philadelphia, who remains perfect at 3-0 with three knockouts.
DeShields of Camden, NJ is 0-7.

Naim Nelson won a six-round unanimous decision over Roy McGill
in a junior welterweight fight.

Nelson of Philadelphia won by scores of 60-54, 59-55 and 58-56
and is now 14-4. McGill of Harrisburg, PA is 6-4.



Damon  Allen  got  back  in  the  win  column  with  a  six-round
unanimous  decision  over  Dieumerci  Nzau  in  a  junior
welterweight  contest.

Allen of Philadelphia won by 60-54 scores on all cards, and is
now 16-1-1. Nzau of Silver Sprong, MD is 11-10.

Angel Rivera stopped Nicoy Clarke in round two of a scheduled
four-round cruiserweight fight.

Rivera dropped Clark twice and the bout was stopped at 1:41.

Rivera of Harrisburg, PA is 5-1 with four knockouts. Clarke of
Jersey City, NJ is 2-5.

James Martin was knocked down in the 1st round, but came back
to  pound  out  a  four-round  unanimous  decision  over  Juan
Rodriguez in a welterweight bout.

Martin was able to stem the tide and win by scores of 39-37
and 38-37.

Martin of Philadelphia is 5-1. Rodriguez of Haymarket, VA is
8-16-1.

Undefeated  Bantamweight
Sensation Avril Mathie set to
take on Karen Dulin on Friday
Night at the 2300 Arena
Philadelphia, PA (October 23, 2019)– This Friday night, Avril
Mathie will risk her undefeated record when she takes on 24-
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fight veteran Karen Dulin in a four-round bantamweight contest
which will serve as the co-feature of a nine-bout card at
The 2300 Arena In Philadelphia.

The card is promoted by King’s Promotions.

The main event will see super middleweight Brandon Robinson
(13-2, 9 KOs) of Upper Darby, PA battling Martez McGregor
(8-2, 6 KOs) of Maywood, Illinois.

Mathie of Gold Coast, Australia, and now living in Miami, has
huge social media following which includes over 1.2 million
Facebook fans as well as hundreds of thousands more on Twitter
and Instagram.

Mathie who holds a record of 3-0 with two knockouts began
boxing in 2012. She 1st started out in Muay-Thai for fitness
and then broke her foot. During that rehab time, Mathie could
not use her knees or kick, so to just stay fit she started
boxing, and the rest is history.

“I  was  modeling  and  competing  in  pageants,  and  it  was  a
thrilling to be on stage. It gave me adrenaline and now boxing
fills that for me,” said Mathie

Mathie  also  is  an  acclaimed  swimsuit  model  who  has  been
featured on her own Youtube show

In 2014, she was Miss Swimsuit International, and the very
next year, she took home the prize of in the Las Vegas Model
Search.

“I can see the improvement with each fight. I am improving
while being entertaining at the same time.”

With her popularity and humbleness, Mathie is a very relatable
boxer, who believes that she can be an inspiration to all
young females.

“I have something different to offer then the basic fighter. I



am relatable and honest. I feel that I can be inspirational to
anybody.”

Coming from Australia, Mathie has heard about the historical
fight town of Philadelphia, and she is eager to showcase he
skills in front of the knowledgeable fight crowd at the 2300
Arena.

“I am super excited to fight in Philadelphia. I trained in
Greece, and (former world title challenger) Mike Arnaoutis
lived in Atlantic City, which is near Philly, and he told me
how great it is to fight in Philadelphia. I am fighting a very
experienced fighter in Karen Dulin, and I am looking forward
to the challenge.”

Mathie is managed by MTK Global.

Two Philly-Favorites will see action in separate six-round
junior  welterweight  bouts  as  Naim  Nelson  (13-4,  1  KO)  of
Philadelphia battles Roy McGill (6-3,3 KOs) of Harrisburg, PA
and Damon Allen Jr. (15-1-1, 5 KOs) of Philadelphia fights
Dieumerci Nzau (11-9, 8 KOs) of Silvr Spring, MD.

Also in six-round bouts will be Shinard Bunch (3-1, 3 KOs) of
Trenton,  NJ  taking  on  Vincent  Floyd  (4-8-1,  2  KOs)  of
Philadelphia  in  a  welterweight  contest.

Rasheen  Brown  (4-0,  1  KO)  of  Philadelphia  looks  to  stay
undefeated  against  an  opponent  to  be  named  in  a  super
bantamweight  fight.

Destyne Butler (6-0, 4 KOs) of Chicago battles Brandon Baue
(14-16,  11  KOs)  of  Tri,  Missouri  in  a  super  welterweight
contest.

In four-round bouts:

James  Martin  (4-1)  of  Philadelphia  squares  off  with  Juan
Rodriguez (8-15-1, 6 KOs) of Haymarket, VA in a welterweight
fight.



Nicoy  Clarke  (2-4)  of  Jersey  City,  NJ  tangles  with  Angel
Rivera  (4-1,  3  KOs)  of  Harrisburg,  PA  in  a  cruiserweight
battle.

Ryan  Umberger  (2-0,  2  KOs)  of  Philadelphia  fights  Leon
DeShields (0-6) of Camden, NJ in a junior middleweight clash

THE WEIGH IN WILL TAKE PLACE ON THURSDAY, OCTOBER 24TH AT LA
QUINTA INN AND SUITES (49 INDUSTRIAL HIGHWAY IN ESSINGTON, PA)
BEGINNING AT 5 PM ET

Tickets  are  $100,  $75  and  $50  and  can  be  purchased  at
www.2300arena.com

The fights can be seen live on Facebook Fightnight Live


